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Get off the security treadmill with Cisco SecureX
Your teams are adding new security
technology to keep pace with business needs

Cover every threat vector and access point with SecureX, the
broadest, most integrated security platform.

You’re being forced to pick point solutions from an industry
that’s rife with incompatibility. This has put you on an endless
treadmill of stitching up products that don’t easily fit together.

SecureX connects the breadth of Cisco’s integrated security portfolio and your entire
security infrastructure for a consistent experience that unifies visibility, enables
automation, and strengthens your security across network, endpoint, cloud, and
applications. The result is simplified security, built into the solutions you already have.

This can create a lot of complexity for you:

We have invested billions to bring together
world-class solutions for a comprehensive
security approach. SecureX is the
realization of that effort.

Siloed threat intelligence and visibility
Constantly pivoting between interfaces
Spending too much time on integration
Disconnected, incomplete workflows

It’s like you’re
building a brick wall
without any mortar.

SecureX is the mortar
that multiplies the
power of your security
solutions.
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Simplify your security with what you already have
SecureX is a built-in experience in all Cisco
Security products that connects with your
entire security infrastructure
Cisco Security

How SecureX will strengthen your security

Confidently secure

every business
endeavor

Network

Endpoint

Cloud

Unify visibility

across your existing
security infrastructure

Automate

critical security
workflows

Applications

Collaborate better
than ever

Reduce complexity
and maximize portfolio
benefits

95%

of customers say
that SecureX is
valuable for helping
them take action and
remediate threats1

Your infrastructure
3rd Party

Intelligence

Identity

SIEM/SOAR
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Advance your security maturity through the
Cisco Security portfolio
Why is Cisco different?

No matter where you are at in your maturity journey,
SecureX will accelerate growth

Unrivaled threat
intelligence and
analytics

Share context between
tools and teams

Comprehensive
approach to
Zero Trust

Maturity

Drive desired
security outcomes

Fully integrate all your
solutions

Protecting

100%

of the Fortune 100

Integration and
openness
delivered at scale

Automate and complete
workflows

Unlock new
potential in your
investments today

Harmonize policies
across your ecosystem
Time
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Start the journey
with SecureX
cisco.com/go/securex

